Hampshire Star Block 12-Designed by Janet Clare

**Cutting Measurements for 4” Block**

**9- SQUARE IN A SQUARE UNITS**- In the center like a nine patch

Center squares 1 1/4"

Triangles- 1 1/2" squares cut in half once on the diagonal.

Trim them to 1 1/2" square at this point. (the 1 1/2" is a little big. I like to trim SQinaSQ)

**4- FLYING GEESE UNITS**-

1- 2 1/4" square, cut in half twice -LG triangle

4-1 3/8" squares, cut in half once. Geese should measure 1"x 1 1/2" at this point.

**4 HALF SQUARE TRIANGLES** I used 1/2" half square triangle paper....cut dark/light fabric to 1 3/4" x 3 1/4". Stitch according to directions.

If not using TP...cut 2 squares/ light & dark- 1 3/8" for exact measurements. Cut bigger if you want to trim them down. Trim to 1" at this point.

**8 RECTANGLES 1" x 1 1/2”**

You will need to determine what is light/dark/medium for your fabrics.

Hey…thanks for making the 4” blocks with me…Blocks should measure 4 ½” at this point.

Lisa Bongean/Primitive Gatherings